INSTRUCTIONS

E12M SNOW/DOZER BLADE
ADAPTER KIT
MODEL KB48

To make the KB48 Snow/Dozer Blade operable on the E12M Elec-Trak tractor, you must use:

1) The KB48 Snow/Dozer Blade Adapter Kit, and

2) AP55 Implement Mounting Bracket/Lift Bar Kit.

Adapter Kit Installation  SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR ILLUSTRATIONS

1. Lay template provided on snow/dozer blade push-tube top-surface as shown in Figure 1.

2. Center punch hole centers as indicated and drill 0.44 inch holes perpendicular to the top surface and through the bottom side of the push tube.

3. Assembly snow/dozer blade as outlined in its instruction sheet omitting angling handle assembly instructions.

4. Place the lift bracket below the push tube so its holes are aligned with those just drilled so the vertical side of the bracket is on the right side of the push tube. Secure with 3/8 - 16 x 3 bolts, lockwashers, and nuts. See Figure 2.

5. Insert the round end of the angling rod into the back blade and through the hole in its bottom right. Place 5/8-inch washer on end of angling rod protruding through back blade bottom and secure with hair pin cotter.

6. Attach lower end of angling handle to pin at other end of angling rod, add 5/8-inch washer, and secure with hair pin cotter.

7. Attach angling handle cable to angling rod assembly by slipping cable sheath into rear of cable sheath lock, pulling cable through lock toward blade and slipping noose end of cable around angling rod assembly. Disregard lift tape clevis bracket. It is not used in this installation.

8. Complete installation by following instructions provided with AP55 Implement Mounting Bracket/Lift Bar Kit.

NOTE: Discard angling handle assembly, angling handle and angling rod which is supplied with the snow/dozer blade. Use assemblies supplied with this kit.
Figure 1: Locating Hole Centers

Figure 2: Angling Assembly Installation